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ABSTRACT

Snowfall rate (SR) estimates over Antarctica are sparse and characterised by large uncertainties. Yet, observations by precipitation radar offer the potential to get better insight in Antarctic SR. Relations between radar reflectivity (Ze) and snowfall rate (Ze-SR relations) are however not available over Antarctica. Here, we analyse observations from the first Micro Rain Radar (MRR) in Antarctica together with an optical disdrometer (Precipitation Imaging Package; PIP), deployed at the Princess Elisabeth station. The relation $Ze = A\times SR^B$ was derived using PIP observations and its uncertainty was quantified using a bootstrapping approach, randomly sampling within the range of uncertainty. This uncertainty was used to assess the uncertainty in snowfall rates derived by the MRR. We find a value of $A = 18 \pm 11$ and $B = 1.10 \pm 0.97$. The uncertainty on snowfall rates of the MRR based on the Ze-SR relation are limited to 40%, due to the propagation of uncertainty in both Ze as well as SR, resulting in some compensation. The prefactor (A) of the Ze-SR relation is sensitive to the median diameter of the snow particles. Larger particles, typically found closer to the coast, lead to an increase of the value of the prefactor ($A = 44$). Smaller particles, typical of more inland locations, obtain lower values for the prefactor ($A = 7$). The exponent (B) of the Ze-SR relation is insensitive to the median diameter of the snow particles. In contrast with previous studies for various locations, shape uncertainty is not the main source of uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation. Parameter uncertainty is found to be the most dominant term, mainly driven by the uncertainty in mass-size relation of different snow particles. Uncertainties on the snow particle size distribution are negligible in this study as they are directly measured. Future research aiming at reducing the uncertainty of Ze-SR relations should therefore focus on obtaining reliable estimates of the mass-size relations of snow particles.

1. Introduction

The Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) is the largest ice body on earth, having a volume equivalent to 58.3 m global mean sea level rise (Vaughan et al., 2013). In order to understand future changes regarding the mass of the AIS and its impact on sea level rise, information on present-day precipitation amounts is indispensable (Bromwich et al., 2004; Genthon et al., 2009; Palerme et al., 2017). Precipitation is the dominant source term in the surface mass balance of the AIS. However, this quantity is not well constrained in both models and observations (Bromwich et al., 2004; Palerme et al., 2014). Most climate models have physics that are not adapted for the Antarctic climate, leading to high biases compared to local observations or reanalysis products (Agosta et al., 2015). Direct observations over the AIS are also not coherent, as they are sparse in space and time and since acquisition techniques differ. These records are usually determined from ice cores, satellite products or stake measurements. Observations are often disturbed by blowing snow, which makes the distinction between transported and precipitating...
snow impossible (Knuth et al., 2010). This also impedes the use of precipitation gauges over Antarctica, as blowing snow may enter the gauge, while high wind speeds may lead to an undercatchment of precipitation (Yang et al., 1999). As a result, precipitation observations stay mostly limited to continent-wide averages (e.g. Vaughan et al., 1999).

One potential technique to constrain precipitation involves the use of a radar, which has been demonstrated to effectively detect frozen precipitation (Matrosov et al., 2008). Radar-based methods often use power-law relations between the measured equivalent radar reflectivity factor (Ze or Z = 10log10(Ze/Ze0), where Ze0 = 1 mm6 m−3) and the melted liquid equivalent snowfall rate (SR) (Sekhon and Srivastava, 1970; Battan, 1973). Several authors have derived a power law (Ze = A*SRB) for snowfall during different meteorological conditions for different locations (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2003; Matrosov, 2007; Kulie and Bennartz, 2009). Matrosov et al. (2009) state that characteristic values of the exponent B for dry snowfall relations are generally in the range 1.3–1.55 (when Z is in dBz and SR is in mm h−1). The prefactor A exhibits stronger variability and its range varies from about 30 (for aircraft-based size distributions and smaller density particles) to 140 (for surface-based size distributions) (Matrosov et al., 2009). It must be noted that these relations depend on snowflake characteristics which can show large spatial and temporal variations. Therefore, information about the physical properties of the snowflakes needs to be known in order to derive Ze-SR relations. e.g. shape, diameter, particle size distribution (PSD), terminal fall velocity and mass (or density).

A variety of interrelated snowflake characteristics are important when converting Z into SR (Huang et al., 2015). Mass and terminal fall velocity both depend on the shape of the particle and the range of variability of different relations can be several orders of magnitude (e.g. Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974; Mitchell et al., 1990; Brown and Francis, 1995; Brandes et al., 2008; Heymsfield and Westbrook, 2010). This also implies that the uncertainty of the Ze-SR is of a much higher magnitude than for liquid precipitation (where the dependence of terminal fall velocity or drop mass is better constrained) (Matrosov, 2007; Matrosov et al., 2009).

Ze depends on E(−m(D)2) where m denotes the particle mass and E stands for the expected value which we integrated over the size distribution (Field et al., 2005; Hogan and Westbrook, 2014). SR depends on E(v(D) m(D)), where v is the terminal fall velocity of the particle (Matrosov et al., 2008; Huang et al., 2015). Understanding how these uncertainties behave remains however a paramount question (Berne and Krajewski, 2013).

In order to constrain the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, information about the microphysical structure of the snowflakes is needed (Wood et al., 2015). In the early years, these characteristics were obtained by capturing individual snow particles e.g. on a glass plate covered with oil or a petri dish to derive its shape and mass (Nakaya and Terada, 1935; Kajikawa, 1972; Mitchell et al., 1990), while terminal fall velocities were recorded by manual timing (Nakaya and Terada, 1935) or by detecting disturbances in light beams (Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974). The disadvantage of these methods is their labour intensity. During the last decades, video disdrometers are used as the standard to estimate snow microphysical properties and to obtain information on snowflake size spectra (e.g. Brandes et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2010; Szyrmer and Zawadzki, 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2015). These instruments have the advantage to capture large samples at high resolution for longer time-spans (Brandes et al., 2007; Wood et al., 2013).

Antarctica has a unique precipitation climate as accumulation is composed of few large snowfall events. These storms are often associated with atmospheric rivers bringing moisture from mid-latitudes to inland regions (Gorodetskaya et al., 2014). Therefore, the main goal of the paper is to derive a Ze-SR relation that takes into account the specific conditions of this region. This relation can then be used to transform radar reflectivity measurements obtained by precipitation radars into snowfall rates. Gorodetskaya et al. (2015) used for the first time in Antarctica radar-derived snowfall estimates in order to assess relative contribution of precipitation to the surface mass balance compared to other components. Applying a range of Ze-SR relationships for dry snow, significant uncertainties were found especially for intense precipitation events. Here we show that adding snow particle microphysical measurements to the radar substantially reduce this uncertainty. Furthermore, a large part of the paper focuses on obtaining a rational estimate of the uncertainty of Ze, SR and the Ze-SR relation at the Princess Elisabeth station in Drongning Maud Land, East Antarctica for the first time. First, an overview of the instrumentation used in the study is presented. Next, we focus on the particle characteristics that are used as input for Ze and SR estimates based on disdrometer measurements. Here, every term is discussed separately and a rational estimate of their uncertainties is calculated. These are subsequently used to calculate the Ze-SR relation and its uncertainty. The uncertainty is subdivided in different terms regarding their nature. Finally, the applicability of this relation and its uncertainty estimate for the Antarctic region are discussed.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Instrumentation

Long-term direct and reliable measurements of meteorological conditions over the AIS are scarce due to its harsh physical environment and difficult accessibility. To tackle this problem, in 2009, a limited-maintenance atmospheric observatory was installed on the zero- emergence Princess Elisabeth station in the escarpment zone of the East Antarctic plateau (71°57′S, 23°21′E; 1392 m a.m.s.l., 173 km from the coast) in Drongning Maud Land, north of the Sør Rondane mountain chain on Ústéinen ridge (a detailed description of the site can be found in Gorodetskaya et al. (2013)). Z measurements are recorded since 2010 by use of a vertically pointing Micro Rain Radar-2 (MRR) operating at a frequency of 24 GHz (Klugmann et al., 1996). Although the MRR was originally designed for the detection of liquid rain, the potential of millimeter radars to efficiently detect snowfall was demonstrated by Matrosov et al. (2008) and Berne and Krajewski (2013) and has been evaluated specifically for our type of low-cost radar by Kniefel et al. (2011). Furthermore, the standard postprocessing method has a lower bound sensitivity of approximately +3 dBz. This would imply that light snowfall events, which are common over inland Antarctica (Gorodetskaya et al., 2015), would be missed. Therefore, the operational MRR procedures to derive standard radar variables like Z or Doppler velocity were modified for snowfall. A new method, developed by Maahn and Kollias (2012), was applied to fully exploit the MRR hardware in case of solid precipitation, increasing its sensitivity up to ~14 and ~8 dBz, depending on vertical range.

The development of a Ze-SR relation requires information of snow particle microphysical characteristics. In order to bridge this gap, a Precipitation Imaging Package (PIP; Newman et al. (2009)) was installed at the station in January 2016, which operated until the end of May 2016. The field unit consists of a video system inside a heated housing, plus a halogen lamp that is located 3 m from the camera. The PIP is setup at the edge of the roof of the Princess Elisabeth station, towards the upstream side of the dominant wind direction (Fig. 1). The optical axis is oriented perpendicular to the climatological mean wind, as suggested by Newman et al. (2009). The field of view of the camera is 640×480 pixels, while the depth of field equals approximately 60 times the particle diameter (Newman et al., 2009). Pixel size accords to 0.1 mm. The system is connected to a datalogger which is particularly suitable for long-duration, unattended operation because the software provides data compression, while the hardware can operate for months in harsh winter conditions (Newman et al., 2009). The high speed camera takes pictures at a rate of 360 frames per second. The background of these images are white and snow particles passing between
levels below 300 m, leading to an overestimation of SR (Maahn et al., 2014). Furthermore, high wind speeds can also horizontally displace falling snow particles before they reach the surface. In order to tackle this problem, the height correction of Wood (2011) is applied to the MRR data, by extrapolating the trend in the lowest MRR vertical levels (200 m to 3000 m a.g.l.) and the surface. This results, on average, in a decrease in Z of 1.66 dBz between the lowest measurement level (at 300 m a.g.l.) and the surface.

Further, it is also possible to derive a SR:

\[ \text{SR} = \frac{3600}{\rho_w} \int_{D_{\text{min}}}^{D_{\text{max}}} m(D) v(D) N(D) dD \]  

(2)

In this equation, SR has units mm h\(^{-1}\), \(\rho_w\) is the density of liquid water, \(m(D)\) is the mass diameter relation, and \(v(D)\) the terminal fall velocity. The diameters observed by the PIP are constrained between 200 \(\mu\)m (\(D_{\text{min}}\)) and 25 mm (\(D_{\text{max}}\)) and are binned in size categories with a width of 200 \(\mu\)m.

During the sampling period (January 2016–May 2016) 24 distinct snow storms were recorded by the PIP. However, not all data can be used to derive a Ze-SR relation, since high horizontal wind speeds resulted in particles being missed by the PIP. As precipitation events mostly occur during periods with high wind speeds, a set of criteria were therefore defined which must be fulfilled in order to include (part of) the observations:

1. Maximum wind speed: based on the field of view, the depth of field, the image acquisition rate (360 frames per second) of the PIP and the corresponding wind direction during snowfall, it is possible to calculate a maximum wind speed that may not be exceeded for every wind direction. As such, it can be assured that snowflakes are detected by the PIP in at least two successive image frames. Furthermore, if wind speeds are higher than the calculated maximum during 50% of the total snow storm duration, the snow storm...
is rejected as a whole. Wind speed and direction data is obtained from an Automatic Weather Station, located 300 m east from the station.

2. $-5$ dBz threshold: every minute of data for which a MRR $Z$ of less than $-5$ dBz is obtained, is not taken into account. Below this threshold, radar $Z$ measurements of the MRR might be incomplete (Maahn and Kollias, 2012, and Section 2.1).

3. Average $Z$: The snow storm must have an average $Z$, calculated by the logarithm of Eq. (1), higher than $-5$ dBz.

Taking these criteria into account, a total of 12 individual snow storms are available for analysis consisting of more than 120 h of data and having MRR $Z$ values ranging from $-5$ to 18 dBz (Table S1 (Supplementary Information)). This covers the full range of $Z$ values that are observed at the Princess Elisabeth station since 2010 (Gorodetskaya et al., 2015).

2.3.1. Uncertainty terms

In the next sections, each of the different parameters in Eqs. (1) and (2) will be discussed. However, first a closer look at the uncertainties is taken. The uncertainties are subdivided into four different categories (see also Fig. 2 for an overview):

1. Measurement uncertainty: the uncertainty caused by measurement errors of the PIP. It encompasses the uncertainties in diameter measurements and the effect of double/not counting of snow particles in the PSD measurements. The uncertainty of the particle diameter also propagates in all other parameters of Eqs. (1) and (2) that are a function of $D$.

2. Shape uncertainty: Particle shapes are not directly identified by the PIP. The same is valid for the mass and area ratio ($A_r$) of snow particles. Mass and area ratio are therefore assessed by parametrisations from literature (Tables S2 and S3 (Supplementary Information)). This uncertainty term deals about uncertainties caused by differences in these parametrisations between particle shapes. Since mass is used as an input for the backscatter cross section and terminal fall velocity calculation, while area ratio is an input of the terminal fall velocity, their uncertainty also propagates into these terms.

3. Parameter uncertainty: This term deals about uncertainties caused by differences in parametrisations of mass and area ratio for the same particle shape. This uncertainty also propagates in the backscatter cross section and terminal fall velocity estimates. This term differs from the shape uncertainty, which deals with uncertainties between particle shapes.

Apart from these three terms, a last element attributes to uncertainties in the $Ze$-$SR$ relation. In total 12 snow storms are considered in this study. In order to take this variability between snow storms into account, an additional analysis was performed in which every event is considered separately in the calculation of $Ze$, $SR$ and the parameters of the $Ze$-$SR$ relation.

2.3.2. Particle diameter

Snow particles over Antarctica are generally smaller compared to other regions of the world. The largest particles are found close to the coast, where more water vapour is available and diameters up to 10 mm are recorded (Konishi et al., 1992). More inland stations mention snowflakes of much smaller sizes, ranging from maxima of 100 $\mu$ m at South Pole (Walden et al., 2003; Lawson et al., 2006) till hundreds of $\mu$ m at other inland stations (for an overview see Lachlan-Cope et al., 2001).

The diameter of a snow particle is measured in several ways by the PIP. In general, every snowflake is circumscribed by an ellipse, for which the minor and major axis lengths are stored together with its total projected area. In case a particle is observed multiple times, both the average and individual measurements are stored. Furthermore, the radius of a circle with the same area as the ellipse is calculated. In order to construct the PSD, one of the above measures needs to be binned in certain size classes. Tiira et al. (2016) propose the use of the volume equivalent diameter to bin particles. However, the volume equivalent diameter is not measured directly by the PIP as we only have 2D images available. Nevertheless, from PIP measurements it is possible to obtain a proxy for the volume equivalent diameter (Tiira et al., 2016). Assuming spheroid particle shapes (Matrosov, 2007) and taking typical vertical aspect ratios for particles over Antarctica ranging between 0.4 and 0.8 (Korolev and Isaac, 2003; Matrosov et al., 2005), we found that the volume equivalent diameter approximately equals the radius of a circle with the same area as the elliptic projection circumscribing the snow particle. As such, this measure is used to bin snow particles.

Parametrisations for mass and terminal fall velocity are typically expressed in terms of the maximum dimension of the particle (e.g. Mitchell, 1996; Heymsfield and Westbrook, 2010; Hogan et al., 2012). Since the PIP views a 2D-projection of the actual particle (Löffler-Mang and Blahak, 2001), none of the dimensions discussed above can be identified as the real maximum dimension of the snow particles. Assuming the PIP binning diameter to be the maximum dimension can lead to substantial errors in $Ze$ estimates (up to 50%) (Wood et al., 2013). In our study, the correction of Wood et al. (2013, based on their Fig. 3a) was applied on the maximum dimension measured by the PIP, assuming vertical aspect ratios ranging between 0.4 and 0.8. This correction involves the entire particle range needs to be transformed including the adaptation of the diameter in all parameters of Eqs. (1) and (2).

![Fig. 2. Overview scheme listing the four uncertainty terms and different terms contributing to each uncertainty. E.g. parameter uncertainty is directly impacted by the uncertainty of the mass of the particle for each particle shape and the area ratio, indirectly impacting the backscatter cross section and the terminal fall velocity of a snow particle, as uncertainties propagate into these parameters.](image-url)
Despite this correction, the maximum dimension of the snow particles are still affected by other uncertainties. Newman et al. (2009) stated that errors in the measured particle size occur due to blurring or a lack of contrast in the image (i.e. analytic uncertainty). According to them, this uncertainty is normally distributed and equals 15% (10th and 90th percentile) for spherical particles (Newman et al., 2009), which is the value used in this study. Furthermore, particles may also be missed by the PIP due to sampling errors. Sampling errors are assumed to be random and Poisson-distributed (Wood et al., 2013) and are therefore of a lower magnitude (less than 3%) than analytic errors, decreasing towards larger particle diameters. Characterisation of the uncertainty in diameter measurements is important since these inaccuracies will propagate into all other parameters of Eqs. (1) and (2) that are a function of D (Fig. 2).

### 2.3.3. Particle size distribution

The PSD for every minute of snowfall is calculated directly by the PIP. As stated above, the PIP is only capable of measuring particles larger than 0.2 mm. In order to take this truncation of the PSD into account, the sensitivity study described in Moisseev and Chandrasekar (2007) and Tiira et al. (2016) is performed. It was found that the truncation error was limited even for very small particles (Section S1 (Supplementary Information)). Therefore, no correction for the truncation of the PSD was applied. The uncertainty on the PSD consists of two parts. First, as was the case for particle diameter, analytic and sampling uncertainties are present. These values originate from double/ and not counting of particles and from errors in the processing of the images (Wood et al., 2013). They are of a lower value than the diameter uncertainty since the number of frames recorded per second by the PIP is very large (Wood et al., 2013). As for particle diameter, the analytic uncertainty is the most dominant uncertainty term, while sampling uncertainty is negligible for the whole particle size spectrum. The range of uncertainties lies around 7% for the observed particle sizes at Princess Elisabeth. Second, particle diameter uncertainty propagates in the PSD, which is also a contributor to the measurement uncertainty (Fig. 2).

### 2.3.4. Particle shape

The shape of a snowflake contributes to differences in terminal fall velocity, mass and backscatter cross section and can have a large influence on the calculation ofZe and SR (Fig. 2). At several sites over Antarctica, smallest particles have a pristine shape (Walden et al., 2003; Lawson et al., 2006), while larger particles mostly consist of aggregates of these pristine particles (Konishi et al., 1992). However, the full size spectrum at which different particle shapes are observed is region- and storm-dependent. For the Princess Elisabeth station dendrites, columns and rosettes were observed during manual measurement campaigns in February 2010 and January 2011, revealing maximum sizes of around 0.5–0.8 mm (Gorodetskaya et al., 2015). As these measurements were performed during low horizontal wind speeds and low SR, only small particles were observed.

Particle shapes are not directly identified by PIP and in situ particle shape measurements were limited to a low number of particles during low wind speed conditions in summer. Therefore, uncertainty cannot be derived based on these measurements. Based on observations at other Antarctic stations, it was found that snow storms usually consist of a mixture of different pristine particle shapes together with aggregates (for an overview see Lachlan-Cope, 2010). However, Lawson et al. (2006) showed that some snow storms consist of only one specific pristine shape. Furthermore, based on observations from Dumont D’Urville and South Pole (Lawson et al., 2006), it was found that columns are observed in the smallest size bins, while largest particles are usually identified to be aggregates. In order to define the uncertainty of particle shape occurrences at different sizes, particle shape occurrence probability distributions are constructed as a function of particle size for each particle shape. Based on observations from South Pole (Lawson et al., 2006) and Dumont D’Urville (pers. comm. Alexis Berne) the gamma distribution, which is usually used to fit the full PSD, is considered a good fit for these individual particle shape occurrence probability distributions. The behaviour of single particles (e.g. columns being smaller than aggregates) and its uncertainty can then be simulated by varying the two parameters describing the gamma distribution, k and θ:

$$f(D, k, \theta) = \frac{1}{\Gamma(k)\beta^k}D^{k-1}e^{-\frac{D}{\theta}}$$

(3)

The range of these parameters is defined in Table 1. As our knowledge about particle shape characteristics at Princess Elisabeth is limited and observations are limited to two Antarctic sites, the spectrum of k and θ values is chosen very broad allowing for a high variability in particle shape occurrence probability distributions (Fig. 3).

Pristine particles mostly occur at smallest sizes and their frequency of occurrence decreases towards higher size bins, as largest particles are mostly considered to be aggregates (Fig. 3). The median of their occurrence probability distribution is therefore limited to the lower limit of the particle size spectrum and to low frequencies (mixtures of pristine shapes mostly occur during the same storm; Fig. 3a). In some cases however, snow storms do consist of only small particle sizes and one particle shape (Lawson et al., 2006). By defining the k and θ parameter in the range of Table 1, these particular snow storms are also taken into account (Fig. 3a). Aggregates correspond almost always to the largest particle sizes (Fig. 3d).

In general, we can state that by randomly sampling the k and θ parameters from the range defined in Table 1, a very broad spectrum of particle shape occurrence probability distributions is obtained, falling within the range of reality.

### 2.3.5. Mass

The mass of a snow particle highly depends on the history of the particle and the environment in which it was formed, including processes such as riming and aggregation (Mitchell et al., 1990). Several authors studied the mass of snow particles with different shapes using different real-time sampling techniques during snow storms or by simulating snowflakes in lab conditions, obtaining power law relations of the form $m = aD^b$ (e.g. Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974; Mitchell et al., 1990). These relations are characterised by a large spread even within a certain particle shape class. The mass of snowflakes is not measured by the PIP. As such, a literature study was performed documenting parameterisations for all particle shapes that were detected at the Princess Elisabeth station (Table S2 (Supplementary Information) and Fig. 4). Relations for rimed crystals are excluded from the list, which is a valid assumption over Antarctica as all precipitation is considered to be ‘dry’ snowfall (Matrosov, 2007).

### 2.3.6. Backscatter cross section

The backscatter cross section of a snow particle, when measured by millimeter radars, is found to be sensitive to its shape, diameter, mass and orientation (Hong, 2007). Most particles have diameters that are much smaller than the MRR wavelength. Therefore, we are predominantly confined to the Rayleigh scattering regime, although some

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>θ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Columns and plates</td>
<td>0–12</td>
<td>0–0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosettes</td>
<td>0–12</td>
<td>0–0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dendrites and sector</td>
<td>0–12</td>
<td>0–0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregates</td>
<td>4–12</td>
<td>0.30–0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of the larger snow particles might slightly deviate from pure Rayleigh scattering (Field et al., 2005; Kneifel et al., 2011). Several methods are available to calculate the backscatter cross section of snow particles including T-matrix (Mishchenko et al., 1996) or the discrete dipole approximation (Draine and Flatau, 1994). In our study the self-similar Rayleigh-Gans approximation (SSRGA) is used, which is a fairly simple method as it only uses a 1D description of the structure of a snow particle (Hogan and Westbrook, 2014; Hogan et al., 2017). The SSRGA derives the scattering properties for an ensemble of particles, which is much closer to real radar volumes compared to single type measurements. The SSRGA was evaluated by Hogan et al. (2017), stating it provides a good estimate of the backscatter cross section compared to the more computationally expensive discrete dipole approximation in the Rayleigh regime.

The SSRGA only requires basic input parameters such as the mass of the particle and some parameters describing the particle shape. This also implies that uncertainties from the mass (Table S2 (Supplementary Information)) and some parameters describing the particle shape propagate into the backscatter cross section and form the main source of uncertainty (Fig. 2). Note that the SSRGA was originally developed for aggregates. It is clear that most of the particles observed at the Princess Elisabeth station and Antarctica have a different structure. To check the validity of the SSRGA method, a comparison with the single particle scattering database of Liu (2008) simulated in lab conditions is performed. A reasonable agreement within uncertainty bounds of the SSRGA and the single-scattering database is found for dendrites and rosettes, but an underestimation of column and plate backscatter is observed (Fig. S1 (Supplementary Information)). In snow storms with a lot of columns and plates this might lead to an underestimation of Ze.

2.3.7. Terminal fall velocity

In literature, a large variability in terminal fall velocity parametrisations for different snow particle shapes is found (Locatelli and Hobbs, 1974; Heymsfield and Westbrook, 2010). In this study, the approximation of Heymsfield and Westbrook (2010) is chosen, which is a modification of the formulation of Mitchell (1996). In this definition, the terminal fall velocity of a snow particle is calculated by explicitly accounting for drag forces. In practice, this implies that both the mass and the area ratio of the particles are required as an input. The area ratio is defined as the ratio of a particle’s projected cross-sectional area to the area of a circle having the particle’s maximum diameter (Heymsfield and Miloshevich, 2003). The area-ratio relation with diameter is often approximated by a power law relation of the form $A_r = aD^b$ and usually decreases towards larger diameters ($b < 0$). As the PIP only measures a 2D-projection of the snow particle, it is impossible to calculate the area-ratio in a correct way. Therefore, a literature overview of area-ratio parametrisations for different shapes is obtained (Table S3 (Supplementary Information)). The mass of the snow particles is obtained from the list defined in Section 2.3.5 (Table S2 (Supplementary Information) and Fig. 4). These relations are used as input and their uncertainties propagate in the fall speed calculation (Fig. 2). By sampling random relations from Tables S2 and S3 (Supplementary Information), the median fall velocity together with the 10th–90th percentiles are calculated (Fig. 5).
As stated in Section 2.1, the PIP is able to calculate the fall velocity of individual snow particles when they are identified in at least two successive frames. Terminal fall velocity measurements are preferably obtained during low horizontal wind speed conditions. From all measurements, periods with horizontal wind speeds lower than 1 m/s were sampled, allowing to calculate a median terminal fall velocity together with the 10th–90th percentile (total number of particles = 100,498). Agreement between the observations and the calculated samples is generally high for particles bigger than 1 mm, even though uncertainty is slightly underestimated for the lowest size bins (Fig. 5). For smallest particles, the agreement is less pronounced and the method of Heymsfield and Westbrook (2010) underestimates the terminal fall speed of the particles. This underestimation is however commonly observed for smallest particle sizes (e.g. Zawadzki et al., 2010, their Fig. 10).

2.3.8. Uncertainty estimation approach

In order to obtain a realistic idea of the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, a bootstrapping approach is used to sample all snow storms 10,000 times. Measurement uncertainty was included by assuming the uncertainties in diameter and PSD are normally distributed, using the central limit hypothesis and the theory of Wood et al. (2013). For each of the 10,000 simulations, an uncertainty was randomly chosen from this normal distribution. Shape uncertainty was included by selecting different particle shape occurrence probability distributions. Parameters for the particle type gamma distribution of every particle are sampled from a uniform distribution within the range stated in Table 1 (see also Section 2.3.4). Parameter uncertainty is present in the choice of the mass and area ratio parametrisation for every particle shape and

Fig. 4. Mass parametrisations from Table S2 (Supplementary Information) for different particle shapes. Different colors denote different parametrisations. The median relation is indicated by the thick black line. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

As stated in Section 2.1, the PIP is able to calculate the fall velocity of individual snow particles when they are identified in at least two successive frames. Terminal fall velocity measurements are preferably obtained during low horizontal wind speed conditions. From all measurements, periods with horizontal wind speeds lower than 1 m/s were sampled, allowing to calculate a median terminal fall velocity together with the 10th–90th percentile (total number of particles = 100,498). Agreement between the observations and the calculated samples is generally high for particles bigger than 1 mm, even though uncertainty is slightly underestimated for the lowest size bins (Fig. 5). For smallest particles, the agreement is less pronounced and the method of Heymsfield and Westbrook (2010) underestimates the terminal fall speed of the particles. This underestimation is however commonly observed for smallest particle sizes (e.g. Zawadzki et al., 2010, their Fig. 10).

2.3.8. Uncertainty estimation approach

In order to obtain a realistic idea of the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, a bootstrapping approach is used to sample all snow storms 10,000 times. Measurement uncertainty was included by assuming the uncertainties in diameter and PSD are normally distributed, using the central limit hypothesis and the theory of Wood et al. (2013). For each of the 10,000 simulations, an uncertainty was randomly chosen from this normal distribution. Shape uncertainty was included by selecting different particle shape occurrence probability distributions. Parameters for the particle type gamma distribution of every particle are sampled from a uniform distribution within the range stated in Table 1 (see also Section 2.3.4). Parameter uncertainty is present in the choice of the mass and area ratio parametrisation for every particle shape and
proportions into the terminal fall velocity and backscatter cross section estimation. One relation from Tables S2 and S3 (Supplementary Information) is sampled randomly for every particle shape for each of the 10,000 simulations using bootstrapping. Furthermore, by performing the bootstrapping on each snow storm separately, also differences between the characteristics of individual snow storms are taken into account. As a result, Ze, SR are calculated for every minute of data for each of the bootstrapping simulations for each individual snow storm. The parameters of the Ze-SR relation are calculated 120,000 times (10,000 bootstrapping simulations * 12 snow storms).

First, the uncertainty of Ze (Eq. (1)) and SR (Eq. (2)) have been quantified. The four different uncertainty terms will be considered individually as well as the total uncertainty. Ze values obtained by PIP will be compared with the MRR in order to determine if radar measurements can be considered a good proxy for conditions at the surface level. Second, the uncertainty of the resulting Ze-SR relation was calculated. Due to non-linear effects in the power relation between the prefactor and exponent of the Ze-SR relation, the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is presented in terms of its effect on the resulting SR \( \left( \text{SR} = \left( \frac{\text{Ze}}{\mu} \right)^{\text{ff}} \right) \) averaged over a range of Ze values that is commonly observed over the Princess Elisabeth station. Third, a resulting average Ze-SR relation is presented and its applicability for other locations over the AIS is discussed. All uncertainties are presented in terms of the 10th and 90th percentiles.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Uncertainty estimates

3.1.1. Measurement uncertainty

One of the most important uncertainties in deriving a Ze-SR relation is the PSD. As the PIP measures the PSD directly, this uncertainty term is limited to measurement errors of the instrument. The magnitudes of these errors are relatively small (Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3). However, uncertainties in the diameter of the particle also propagate into other parameters where the particle diameter is used as input e.g. backscatter cross section, mass and terminal fall velocity (see Fig. 2). This adds to an uncertainty of up to 35% on the Ze calculation (Eq. (1)) and close to 20% on the SR calculation (Eq. (2)) (Table 2). Uncertainties are generally higher for Ze compared to SR, which can be explained by the sensitivity of backscatter cross section to diameter uncertainty. Since backscatter cross section can vary several orders of magnitude within the range of hundreds of \( \mu \) m, it can result in large variations in Ze and its uncertainties.

Remarkably, the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, which lies around 10%, is of a lower magnitude than the individual uncertainties on Ze and SR, which is also visible in the other uncertainty terms (Table 2). This can be explained by investigating the uncertainty propagation. For example, as uncertainties in particle size are found in both Ze and SR, an overestimation of particle sizes leads to an increase in both Ze and SR. As the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is mainly determined by variations in the prefactor and exponent, a perturbation in a similar direction for both Ze and SR leads mostly to shifts along the Ze-SR relation, only having limited influence on the resulting prefactor and exponent of the Ze-SR relation. This leads to a lower uncertainty of Ze-SR relations than was considered in the past.

3.1.2. Shape uncertainty

Shape uncertainty denotes the uncertainty of the shape of the particles. This term has a similar magnitude compared to the measurement uncertainty (Table 2). Many authors have stressed the importance of determining the correct particle shape when deriving a Ze-SR relation (e.g. Huang et al., 2015). However, its impact on the uncertainty of Ze, SR and the resulting Ze-SR relation is limited compared to the parameter uncertainty (Table 2). Different particle shapes have varying masses, terminal fall velocities and backscatter cross sections. Backscatter cross section has mass as an input, while terminal fall velocity is determined by the mass and the area ratio of the snow particles. Uncertainties are therefore mainly determined by the mass and area ratio of snow particles (Fig. 2). As for previous uncertainty terms, in order to isolate shape uncertainty, the other uncertainties are set to zero. The median mass-size (and area ratio-size) relation is selected for each particle shape (thick black lines in Fig. 4) and the differences between these median relations can therefore be considered the main drivers of shape uncertainty.

3.1.3. Parameter uncertainty

Parameter uncertainty is the largest uncertainty term, contributing most to the total uncertainty in Ze, SR and the resulting Ze-SR relation, when neglecting PSD variability between snow events (Table 2). Parameter uncertainty is mainly determined by the mass and in a more limited way by the area ratio of snow particles (Fig. 2). In each of the 10,000 bootstrapping simulations, for each particle shape separately one parametrisation from Tables S2 and S3 (Supplementary Information) is chosen within its specific shape. It is noted that the variability within each particle shape is larger than the variability between the median relations of different particle classes. While the uncertainty in the mass of most particle shapes spans a large part of the total spectrum (parameter uncertainty), the median relations of particle shapes resemble each other (shape uncertainty). This is the main reason for the dominance of parameter uncertainty and the low magnitude of shape uncertainty. This stresses the importance of reducing the uncertainty of particle mass estimates for each particle class as a first step in order to lower the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation.

As was also noted for the measurement uncertainty, the effect of the parameter uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is still limited compared to the uncertainty of Ze and SR. This can be attributed to similar compensating errors as stated in Section 3.1.1: mass and area ratio parametrisations are used in the calculation of both Ze and SR and both are perturbed in a similar way. This leads mostly to variability along the Ze-SR relation, not influencing the prefactor and exponent too much.

3.1.4. Snow storm variability

Snow storm characteristics vary from event to event, having a profound impact on the values of Ze, SR and the resulting Ze-SR relation as the PSD is used as input for both the calculation of Ze as SR (Eqs. (1) & (2)). Note that the snow storms observed by PIP are representative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
<th>Ze</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>Ze-SR relation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>[-30% +41%]</td>
<td>[-21% +27%]</td>
<td>[-10% +11%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>[-23% +42%]</td>
<td>[-13% +14%]</td>
<td>[-11% +12%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>[-52% +106%]</td>
<td>[-59% +56%]</td>
<td>[-39% +38%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow storm variability</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>[-36% +66%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>[-59% +132%]</td>
<td>[-54% +77%]</td>
<td>[-59% +60%]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for the precipitation over the station, as the full observed spectrum of reflectivity values is covered (Gorodetskaya et al., 2015).

Snow storm variability contributes most to the total uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation and therefore also on the resulting snowfall rates. This uncertainty term is different compared to the other three uncertainty terms, as it depends on the amount and variability in sampled snow storms, while the other terms are considered systematic uncertainties. Therefore, the resulting uncertainties might differ when expanding the sampling period.

3.2. Radar-derived reflectivity measurements

PIP data products are obtained at the surface level. In this section, the validity of direct MRR Z measurements at 300 m a.g.l. as a proxy for conditions at the surface are tested. MRR Z values are compared with the median, 10th and 90th percentile of the bootstrapping simulations taking into account all uncertainties discussed above (Fig. 6). Comparing results to the median, a good match between the MRR and the PIP is found for the highest Z values. A small overestimation in PIP Z can be identified (Fig. 6a), but the 1:1 relation falls within the uncertainty range marked by the 10th and 90th percentile (Fig. 6b and c). For lower Z values however, the mismatch between the MRR and the PIP becomes increasingly larger and a clear underestimation by PIP Z values is observed. In Section 2.1, the discrepancy in the height of the data acquisition of the MRR and the PIP was discussed including the application of the correction of Wood (2011). This simple correction contributes to a better agreement between both quantities for the highest Z values, but only marginally impacts the lowest ones. During these minor snowfall events, the correction of Wood (2011) is not sufficient and other processes seem to play a role in decreasing the amount of snowfall between the lowest measurement bin of the MRR (300 m a.g.l.) and the surface. Increased low-level sublimation is a process that might explain (part of) this discrepancy and is mainly controlled by temperature, wind speed and relative humidity (Lenaerts et al., 2010; Thiery et al., 2012). A clear negative correlation between relative humidity at the surface and the discrepancy in Z between the MRR and the PIP was identified over the Princess Elisabeth station (Fig. S2 (Supplementary Information)). This suggests an active and more pronounced role for sublimation in the lowest layers of the atmosphere, limiting the amount of precipitation reaching the ground during these small precipitation events. The inconsistency between both instruments is, however, not considerably affecting our results as highest Z values are most important in our study, since these also correspond to highest SR and snow accumulation.

3.3. Reflectivity - snowfall rate relation for Princess Elisabeth and its applicability over Antarctica

The total uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is mainly determined by parameter uncertainty (Table 2). This term contributes to almost all uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation and is mainly determined by the uncertainty of the mass for every specific particle. From the bootstrapping simulations, a median Ze and SR value is obtained that is used to calculate the prefactor and exponent of the Ze-SR relation valid for the Princess Elisabeth station (Fig. 7). Every dot denotes one minute of data, while the resulting Ze-SR relation is denoted by the thick black
storms. Limited variability in the exponent for a species of the simulations of Matrosov (2007), but is generally lower than the variability in the value for the exponent is low between different snowfall rates observed at the Princess Elisabeth station (Figs. S3 and S4 (Supplementary Information)). The following relation is obtained from the median of the bootstrapping simulations (blue dots). Dashed black and grey lines denote relations found by other authors. The black lines show the observations of Matrosov (2007), while grey lines denote the relations of Kullie and Bennartz (2009), both derived for Kα-band radar frequencies. The comparability of these relations with our radar (operating on K-band) is satisfactory for the PSDs and snowfall rates observed at the Princess Elisabeth station (Figs. S3 and S4 (Supplementary Information)). The following relation is obtained: \( Z_e = 18SR^{-1.1} \). The exponent matches closely with the exponent of the simulations of Matrosov (2007), but is generally lower than the results of Kullie and Bennartz (2009) and Matrosov et al. (2009). The variability in the value for the exponent is low between different snow storms. Limited variability in the exponent for a specific location has also been observed at other locations (von Lerber et al., 2017), while other research denotes higher variability in the value of the exponent (Huang et al., 2015, 2010).

The total uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is limited to approximately 40% (Table 2). This is mostly reflected in variations in the prefactor value (\([11–43]\)), while the exponent stays approximately constant (\([10.97–1.17]\)) (Fig. 8). This uncertainty range is calculated based on the calculation of the Ze-SR relation for every storm separately for every bootstrapping simulation. As such, the uncertainty range can be compared to natural variability, which is captured adequately (compare Figs. 7 and 8).

We state that the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is smaller over the Princess Elisabeth station compared to other Antarctic stations and connect this to the specific size of the particles that are observed at this location. The median size of the particles ranges around 0.7 mm. In case the spectrum was dominated by particles that are larger or smaller, the uncertainties on Ze and SR would be higher, as well as the uncertainties on the Ze-SR relation. This can be attributed to the mass parametrisations, being the most important source of uncertainty to the Ze, SR and Ze-SR. The variability between mass-diameter relations is smaller for the most important source of uncertainty to the Ze, SR and Ze-SR. The variability between mass-diameter relations is smaller for the PSDs observed over the station leaving the counts unchanged (but adapting the particle shapes adequately). This shows that the Ze uncertainty increases to \([-66\% +197\%]\), while for SR a range of \([-57\% +96\%]\) is found. Secondly, the particle sizes were halved using the same approach as above, leading to Ze uncertainties of \([-60\% +157\%]\) and SR uncertainties ranging between \([-55\% +114\%]\), profoundly higher values than for the original sample (Table 2). This also implies that near the coast of Antarctica, where SR is higher and larger particle sizes are observed, the uncertainties on resulting Ze-SR relation becomes bigger. The same is true for more inland sites, where particle sizes usually do not exceed 1 mm. It must be noted that riming is not considered in our calculations as all snowfall over Princess Elisabeth is considered dry snow. At coastal regions however, riming processes do take place, further increasing the uncertainty of particle masses and having a profound effect on the uncertainty of the prefactor of the Ze-SR relation (von Lerber et al., 2017). Furthermore, it must be noted that the PSD might be different at other locations over Antarctica. The simple sensitivity study perturbing the size of the snow particles therefore only gives a first order approximation of how the uncertainty on Ze and SR changes. PSD measurements obtained from other sites over Antarctica would contribute largely to this problem.

Particle sizes do not only impact the magnitude of the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, but also the mean value of the prefactor and exponent. The sensitivity studies executed above denote largest impacts on the prefactor, while no significant change in the exponent B is observed. If the PSD consists of larger elements (as is the case at the coast of Antarctica), the prefactor gets larger (44 [35–60]), while for smaller particles, a lower value for the prefactor is found (8 [7–17]). Similar sensitivities caused by changes in the PSD were observed by Sempere Torres et al. (1994), Atlas et al. (1999), Uijlenhoet (2001), and Hazenberg et al. (2011) for liquid precipitation but has also been observed for snowfall by Tiira et al. (2016) over Finland and Konishi et al. (1992) for a limited sample at Syowa station, Antarctica. This also explains the higher values of the prefactor for the experiment of Matrosov (2007) as their samples consisted of larger snow particles. It is again noted that the PSD might be different at other locations over Antarctica compared to Princess Elisabeth. Aggregation and riming might have an important influence on the PSD.

4. Conclusions

Previous studies successfully developed radar reflectivity-snowfall rate relations (Ze-SR relations) for different parts of the world using disdrometers and ground-based radars. However, over Antarctica, such a study has not yet been performed. Using the Precipitation Imager
Package (PIP) and a Micro Rain Radar (MRR), a Ze-SR relation (Ze = A*SR^B) over Antarctica was derived by performing bootstrapping simulations taking different uncertainty terms into account. The prefactor (A) was estimated to be 18 (with an uncertainty range [11–43]), while B equals 1.10 (with an uncertainty of [0.97–1.17]). This relation and its uncertainty can be applied to the MRR reflectivity measurements in order to obtain long-term records of snowfall rates using relatively compact low-power equipment, including an improvement of current uncertainty ranges.

First, an estimate of the measurement, shape and parameter uncertainty for radar reflectivity (Ze), snowfall rate (SR) and the Ze-SR relation were obtained. This study demonstrates that, in case the particle size distribution (PSD) is measured directly, the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation is dominated by parameter uncertainty and more specifically by the uncertainty of the mass of the different snow particles. In contrast with previous research, this uncertainty term is larger than the uncertainty of the shape of the particle. The uncertainty of mass parametrisations for each particle shape is higher than the variability in median mass estimates between different shapes (Fig. 4). In order to lower the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation, it is therefore crucial to reduce the uncertainty of particle mass estimates for the individual particle shapes first. This should be a key point to be addressed in future research. Only then, particle shape detection might help lower the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation even further.

Another important contributor to the uncertainty in the Ze-SR relation is the variability in snow storm characteristics between different events. This attributes to even larger variability in the prefactor and exponent of the Ze-SR relation than the three uncertainty terms discussed previously. However, it cannot be considered a systematic error as the other three terms as it depends on the sampling period.

Second, the variability in mass parametrisations and other uncertainties leads to large uncertainties of Ze and SR estimates ([−59% +132%] and [−54% +77%] respectively). However, this does not immediately result in large uncertainties on derived snowfall rates by the MRR based on the resulting Ze-SR relations ([−59% +60%]). This can be explained by focusing on the uncertainty propagation within the Ze-SR relation. Perturbing a parameter that is present in both Ze and SR calculations leads mostly to shifts along the Ze-SR relation, only having limited influence on the resulting prefactor and exponent which determine the uncertainty of the Ze-SR relation. This leads to uncertainties that are lower than expected for resulting snowfall rates calculated from Ze-SR relations.

Third, the typical size of the snow particles and thereby the meteorological regime where the MRR is located, impacts the uncertainty. Snow particles over the Princess Elisabeth station have a median size of around 0.7 mm. As the uncertainty of mass estimates is lowest for these particles, highly improving confidence in its measurements. We further thank Wim Boot, Carleen Reijmer, and Michiel van den Broeke (Utrecht University, Institute for Marine and Atmospheric Research Utrecht) for the development of the Automatic Weather Station, technical support and raw data processing. The authors are grateful to two anonymous reviewers for their constructive reviews. This work was supported by the Belgian Science Policy Office (BELSPO; grant number BR/143/A2/AEROCLOUD) and the Research Foundation Flanders (FWO; grant number G0C2215N). Contributions from S. Kneifel were carried out within the Emmy-Noether Group OPTIMice funded by the German Research Foundation (DFG; grant number KN1112/2-1). M. Maahn was supported by funding from the US Department of Energy Atmospheric System Research (ASR) program (award DE-SC0013306).

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.atmosres.2017.06.001.
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